The repair of chromosomal double-strand breaks (DSBs) by homologous recombination is essential to maintain genome integrity. The key step in DSB repair is the RecA/Rad51-mediated process to match sequences at the broken end to homologous donor sequences that can be used as a template to repair the lesion. Here, in reviewing research about DSB repair, I consider the many factors that appear to play important roles in the successful search for homology by several homologous recombination mechanisms. See also the video abstract here: https://youtu.be/vm7-X5uIzS8.
Introduction
Double-strand chromosome breaks (DSBs) threaten genome integrity and viability. In vertebrate cells, every round of DNA replication is accompanied by the appearance of several spontaneous DSBs, as judged by the frequency of sister chromatid exchanges or the number of chromatid breaks when the central Rad51 recombination protein is depleted. Indeed, when homologous recombination (HR) is impaired, vertebrate cells die. The consequences of lacking efficient homologous recombination mechanisms are particularly evident in the highly rearranged genomes of tumor cells. Repair appears to reflect a mixture of HR and nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) pathways, but the fact that the karyotype of normal cells remains so stable is a testament to the importance of HR mechanisms.
Here, I wish to consider the rate-limiting homology search step in HR: How do the ends of a broken chromosome find a template with which to repair the DSB? Most of what we understand about this question has come from a detailed study of DSB repair in the budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Spontaneous DSBs in budding yeast are rare À about one in eight cell divisions has a DSB that requires HR for repair, although DSBs arise in yeast at roughly the same rate per megabase pairs as in mammals. Most insights concerning DSB repair have come from synchronous induction of DSBs by site-specific endonucleases and the monitoring of repair events by a combination of genetic, molecular biological, and cytological approaches.
Mechanisms of HR

Recombination Without Strand Invasion
Single-Strand Annealing (SSA)
The basis of HR is the ability of single stranded DNA to form Watson-Crick base pairs with another segment of DNA. In the simplest form of homologous recombination À single-strand annealing À DSB ends are resected to yield 3 0 -ended single-strand DNA (ssDNA) that can anneal if they share complementary sequences ( Figure 1A ). If homologous regions flank a single DSB, SSA produces a deletion; but cells efficiently create interchromosomal translocations via SSA between different DSBs [1, 2] ( Figure 1B ). When a strain can produce either a pair of intrachromosomal deletions or two interchromosomal translocations, there were as many translocations as deletions, suggesting that there is little "territoriality": DSB ends initially a few kb away from each other are not strongly favored to promote a local deletion event. This result is interestingly different from the strong influence of chromosome architecture when there is a single DSB that must search for an ectopic homologous partner, as discussed below. In the case of SSA repair, the extensive 5 0 to 3 0 resection required to allow strand annealing (!5 kb in each direction) may disrupt the normal association between DSB ends.
Recombination Requiring Rad51
Most types of homologous recombination, from bacteria to humans, rely on the RecA/Rad51/Dmc1 family of recombinase proteins to facilitate strand pairing and strand invasion (references [3] [4] [5] . These proteins assemble on singlestranded DNA (ssDNA) that is produced by 5 0 to 3 0 resection of the DSB end. The recombinase forms a nucleoprotein filament, with each recombinase subunit binding three nt of the ssDNA. [6] This structure has the capacity to search an entire genome, to locate a region of homology within dsDNA and then to promote an exchange of base pairs, leading to the formation of a displacement loop (D-loop). Within the D-loop, a DNA polymerase is recruited to extend the 3 0 OH end of the invading strand, copying the template and eventually repairing the DSB. Three different outcomes from what appears to be a common initiating D-loop are illustrated in Figure 2 . Studies of each of these processes have illuminated our understanding of the way Rad51 is able to locate a short region of homology in a sea of unrelated sequences. 1 Both in vitro and in vivo studies have shed light on what occurs inside the RecA/Rad51 filament, to promote strand exchange. The X-ray crystallographic study by Pavletich's lab [6] explained the longstanding observation that RecA (or Rad51) filaments bound to ssDNA elongate the DNA by 1.5 fold. Although the three bases bound by one subunit are still in roughly a B-DNA configuration, the adjacent phosphodiester bond is greatly stretched. This observation suggests that searching and strand exchange may occur in groups of three nucleotides (Box 1).
[10] Ercc10 endonuclease complex and gaps are filled in to create a deletion. In the process, single stranded sequences that might provoke strand invasion and recombination elsewhere in the genome (light orange box) and interfere with the completion of SSA. B) Competition between alternative SSA events. [1] After induction of pairs of DSBs separated by about 1 kb, the ends are resected, allowing two viable alternative outcomes: either a pair of deletions or a pair of reciprocal translocations. Apparently because the sequences needed for the reciprocal translocation are rendered single-stranded more rapidly, translocations predominate over deletions.
Box 1 Rad51's homology requirements
In vitro experiments have suggested that the minimum length of homology that will form a stable structure could be as little as six bases. [57] Greene and Sung found that RecA or Rad51 can mediate strand exchange only if there are at least eight consecutive bases of homology. Prentiss finds strand exchange can occur if there is a nine-base region of homology, even when one of these nine is mismatched. [10, 106, 107] Our in vivo study of yeast Rad51's tolerance for mismatches examined repair of a sitespecific DSB by BIR, where the 108-bp donor template was altered to have various levels of heterology. [97] There was still tangible recombination (%5%, compared to the fully matched sequences) when every 6th base was mismatched (i.e., with only 5 consecutive bases of homology). The apparent lower stringency in this assay compared to in vitro studies may reflect the increased stability through imperfect base pairing between the template and the donor over 100 bp. 1 Most of the studies of recombination discussed here involve donors and recipients that share homology over a few kb of DNA, located at ectopic locations and À in budding yeast, where much of the work has been done À in haploids. Most DSBs arising during replication will be repaired using a nearby and already-aligned sister chromatid. This process has not been as thoroughly studied as ectopic repair because there is no discernable genetic signal of repair: donor and recipient are identical. One way to study these events is to use single-strand nicking enzymes that can cleave in G1, so that after replication, there will be a broken chromatid and an intact partner. [7] Repair can also take place between homologous chromosomes that carry single nucleotide variants that can be scored. A great deal of work has been done on these processes in meiotic cells, which is beyond the scope of this review. Readers are encouraged to consult several excellent reviews on the complexities of meiotic homology search À why, for example, the search is directed away from a sister chromatid and toward a homolog. [8, 9] www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com
Although one can measure in vitro some aspects of strand exchange with very small substrates, efficient and complete RecA/Rad51-mediated recombination in vivo requires about 70 bases homology. [11] [12] [13] Linear DNA fragments with 50 bp homology on either side of a selectable marker ("ends-out" transformation [14] ) are sufficient for gene replacement in yeast. [15] These findings are consistent with in vitro estimates. [16] However, when homology on either side of a DSB is reduced to 33 bases on each side of a DSB, repair occurs by a Rad51-independent BIR process and deleting Rad51 markedly improves repair, suggesting that a Rad51 filament is inhibitory when homology length is limited. [11] Rad51 also inhibits SSA. [17] The barrier to recombination by short homology can be significantly overcome if donor sequences can be brought into proximity with the DSB. For example, the yeast Recombination Enhancer (RE) binds multiple copies of the Fkh1 protein whose FHA phosphothreonine binding domain enables it to strongly associate with (as yet unknown) proteins near a DSB. [18] Thus, RE brings an adjacent, normally distant donor sequence close to the DSB and favors its usage. RE-mediated tethering of a donor with only 50 bp homology near the DSB increases repair from <40% to nearly 80%. [19] Thus the time a donor spends in the vicinity of the DSB strongly influences its chances of success.
Break-Induced Recombination (BIR)
When only one end of a DSB shares adequate homology with a donor region, or when there is only one end (at eroding telomeres or at stalled and broken replication forks), repair can occur by BIR ( Figure 1C ). Most BIR events are Rad51-dependent. [20] [21] [22] Unlike normal DNA replication, BIR does not have coordinated leading-and lagging-strand synthesis; rather, a migrating D-loop, driven by copying the template, results in a long leading-strand intermediate that is later completed by lagging-strand synthesis. [23] Consequently, all the newly copied DNA is conservatively inherited, leaving the donor sequence unaltered. [23, 24] The copying process in BIR is 1000-fold more mutagenic than normal DNA replication, with frequent template jumps. [25] [26] [27] 
Gene Conversions (With or Without Crossovers)
When both ends of a DSB share sufficient homology with a donor template, repair occurs by one of two gene conversion mechanisms. A synthesis-dependent strand invasion process (Figure 2A ) leads to the repair of the break by a patch of new DNA synthesis, without an associated crossover. DNA density labeling revealed that all the newly copied DNA in gene conversion is found at the recipient, leaving the donor Figure 2 . Modes of homologous recombination (HR). A) DSB repair by synthesis-dependent strand annealing (SDSA) creates a small patch of newly copied DNA to repair the DSB without an accompanying crossover. Here, strand invasion leads to the copying of the template, but the new strand is displaced from the donor and is captured by the second end of the DSB. This leads to another round of DNA synthesis and repair of the break. B) DSB repair through a double-Holliday junction (dHJ) intermediate engages both ends of the DSB with the donor sequences, creating a pair of Holliday junctions. After new DNA synthesis to fill in the gaps, the dHJ can either be "dissolved" by Sgs1
BLM -Rmi1-Top3
Top3α to produce an outcome similar to that in (A) or can be cleaved by structure-specific nucleases to create a crossover accompanying DSB repair. C) Break-induced replication (BIR) occurs when only one end of the DSB shares sufficient homology with other sequences in the genome. Repair occurs through a migrating "D-loop" in which the second strand of new synthesis is added only after some delay.
www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com unchanged. [28] Alternatively, repair can be mediated through a double Holliday junction (dHJ) intermediate, and can yield either crossovers or noncrossovers through the agency of Holliday junction resolvases ( Figure 2B ). However, most dHJmediated events in mitotic cells result in noncrossovers because of an active dHJ "dissolvase" involving the BLM helicase and Topoisomerase 3 that collapses and removes the dHJ. [29, 30] 3. How Does Chromosome Architecture Affect DSB Repair?
In budding yeast, chromosome conformation capture has been used describe the 3D arrangement of chromosomes. [31] Chromosomes display a so-called Rabl architecture, with all the centromeres clustered at the spindle pole body throughout the cell cycle, with the chromosome arms of different lengths extending toward the nuclear periphery. Kupiec and Fabre [32] demonstrated that interchromosomal recombination between homologous sequences was more efficient when the donor and the recipient were either both close to the centromere or both near telomeres than when one was centromere-adjacent and the other telomere-proximal. We placed donor sequences at 20 sites on different chromosomes, each able to recombine with a recipient sharing 1 kb homology on either side of an HO endonuclease-induced DSB. [33] There was a nearly 10-fold difference between the best and worst donors and their relative efficiencies strongly correlated with the probability of each region surrounding the inserted donor coming into physical contact with the designated recipient. When the recipient was integrated at a different location, some "bad" donors became "good". Hence, the restriction on using a "bad" donor was not some intrinsic lack of accessibility imposed by chromatin structure, but reflected how often two sites came into contact. In this regard, it should be noted that heterochromatin does not seem to be a severe impediment to efficient repair; the HML and HMR donor sequences used in MAT switching have highly positioned nucleosomes, resulting in transcriptional silencing and inaccessibility to HO endonuclease cleavage, but they are very efficient donors. In fact, unsilencing one of the two silent donors does not make it better. [34] Presumably, yeast have chromatin remodelers that are able to cope with this modest form of heterochromatin when the Rad51 filament encounters these transcriptionally silent donors. At least five such complexes have been implicated in promoting DSB repair: RSC, [35] [36] [37] [38] SWI/SNF, [39] [40] [41] INO80, [41, 42] and Fun30 [43] [44] [45] [46] all appear to affect the rate of 5 0 to 3 0 resection and perhaps later steps. Deleting the SWI/SNF-related chromatin remodeler, Rad54, does not prevent the association of the Rad51:::ssDNA filament with its heterochromatic donor, implying that there is still some form of heteroduplex DNA formation, but rad54Δ blocks the next step, the priming of new DNA synthesis from the 3 0 end. [47] The constraints on using distant donors can be overcome; that is, a poor donor can be made more effective by increasing the level of shared homology from 1 kb on each side of the DSB to 2 kb. [33] Placing the Recombination Enhancer near a donor also improves the outcome. Finally, slowing down the rate of 5 0 to 3 0 resection or increasing the abundance of RPA can extend the time that a poor donor has to engage in repair and thus helps make a poor donor better. [33] Intrachromosomal donors obey the rules expected for a chromosome anchored at its centromere: donors close to the centromere were strongly constrained in interacting with a DSBcontaining recipient 400 kb away on one chromosome arm. [48] A donor 100 kb from the centromere on the opposite arm from the DSB site was it insulated by the centromere, as it was as efficient in repair as a donor 100 kb from the centromere on the same arm as the DSB. In a diploid, intrachromosomal events are also favored over allelic events, even though the shared homology between two homologous chromosomes is vastly greater than between 2-kb ectopic sites. [48] Similarly, spontaneous gene conversions between intrachromosomal leu2 heteroalleles situated 17 kb apart were also strongly favored over interchromosomal locations. [49] 4. How Long Does the Search for Homology Take?
The time needed for two sites in the nucleus to find each other can be estimated by physical monitoring of synchronously induced recombination. Using Southern blots, PCR and chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP), one can identify the formation of specific intermediates as well as the association of certain proteins with both the broken chromosome ends and the donor locus. This has been accomplished in budding yeast where induced site-specific cleavage by the HO endonuclease takes about 20-30 min.
[50] 5 0 to 3 0 exonuclease digestion of ends occurs at a rate of about 1 nt s
À1
. Binding of the RPA complex to ssDNA can be detected within minutes after the induction of the DSB, soon followed by the assembly of Rad51. There is a significant delay before Rad51 can be detected bound to the donor locus (15-30 min for intrachromosomal events and even longer for interchromosomal events). [47] It is not clear if this delay represents the first encounter between Rad51 and its target, or if Rad51 can be detected at the donor only after there is a synaptic step, where the invading strand becomes interwound (plectonemic) with the donor locus. There could be À and probably are À several collisions on average before a stable synaptic intermediate is formed.
To estimate how frequently nonproductive collisions happen, we created a MAT switching system with competition between a favored donor (HMR) and a second, infrequently used donor (HML). If collisions between the recipient and the donor were 100% productive and the recipient interacted with the efficient donor nine times more often than with the poor donor, adding more homology to the disfavored donor would have little effect. But if collisions were not always productive, then introducing extra homology between the recipient and the "wrong" donor should improve its probability of converting a collision to a more stable intermediate. By increasing homology from 300 bp to several kb, shared only by the "wrong" donor and the MAT locus, we increased its usage from <10% to >30%. [34] We concluded that the probability of any single encounter progressing to successful repair event is in fact about 25%.
One very useful concept that has come from in vitro single molecule experiments using bacterial RecA, is that the recombinase filament is long enough to interact with more than one site at a time. RecA bound to ssDNA was tested with for its ability to recombine with a 1 kb target embedded within 50 kb of DNA. [51] The efficiency was much greater when the 50 kb of DNA could fold up, compared to when the target DNA was extended. Forget and Kowalczykowski concluded that an efficient homology search is three-dimensional and that the RecA filament could "brachiate" À the way apes transfer from branch to branch À holding on to one place while reaching out to find another nearby contact. Multiple contacts of a Rad51 filament have also been inferred from in vivo experiments with budding yeast, by studying complex rearrangements caused by a single DSB. [52] There has been some confusion in the literature as to how long it should take for a DSB to find a partner anywhere in the nucleus. The process seems daunting for ectopic recombination even in a haploid yeast nucleus, where segments of 1-2 kb must locate homology in a sea of more than 10 5 kb. But for DSBs that arise during replication (i.e., most DSBs) the problem is much simpler, since sister chromatids are held in close proximity by cohesins. Moreover, additional cohesins are recruited around the DSB site through a process that responds to the formation of a domain of phosphorylated histone H2A (γ-H2AX) around the break 2 . [54, 55] So, sister chromatid repair is likely to be rapid and efficient since the allelic donor and the recipient are firmly tethered. Unexpectedly, whereas essentially all ectopic DSB repair events require Rad51, a large proportion of spontaneous sister chromatid exchanges (SCE) appear to be Rad51-independent. [56] How repair occurs in this instance is not well-understood.
But the search for homology at an ectopic donor is much more difficult to comprehend. The timing itself is not in dispute: chromatin immunoprecipitation with an anti-Rad51 antibody reveals the time it takes to see the interaction of Rad51 with its donor. In asynchronous cells, without the facilitation by a Recombination Enhancer, intrachromosomal strand invasion after induction of a DSB takes about an hour. [19] A somewhat later, but much easier, measure of initial repair comes from quantitative PCR using primers that can only amplify after the invading end of the DSB elongates %50 nt by copying the donor. The kinetics of intrachromosomal repair are about twice as rapid as interchromosomal events. [33] 4.1. The Duration of the Search can be Understood as the Time of First Passage So how does a DSB end find its partner? A DSB end sharing 1 kb with another site located somewhere among 10 5 different 1-kb sequences would seem to require on average 10 5 sequential interactions, likely many more if each possible alignment between a colliding Rad51 filament and donor sequences had to be tested individually. The search could be somewhat simplified if Rad51 slides along a segment of DNA to test each possible base-pair alignment over a certain distance rather than to engage in a separate collision. [57] Indeed, Rad51 ChIP evidence from Jentsch's group supports the notion of extensive sliding of the filament along a chromosome, [58] although the result might also be obtained by the Rad51 filament making many independent contacts with sequences in its proximity. [59] Still, one is left with the impression that each sequence alignment test would have to be impossibly brief to test all possible locations in the genome.
Since it takes about 1 h to find a donor, searching half of the 2 Â 10 5 kilobase pairs would take 0.36 s to interrogate each kilobase. To search each of 10 7 unique alignments would leave only 0.004 s per inquiry. To explain and overcome what seems like an impossible barrier to successful repair, several possible solutions have been proposed, including that homologous sequences are pre-aligned before a DSB occurs or that some diffusible copies of the template are used. [60, 61] But in fact, the search problem is not as formidable as it first seems.
A key to our understanding of the search problem can be found in biophysics, in the problem of first passage time, the "waiting time for the first encounter," as discussed in an excellent introduction to these ideas by Zhang and Dudko. [62] Two regions on the same DNA molecule are linked such that their relative motion is still random, but not independent of each other. Their relative motion is "subdiffusive." Yeast chromosomes exhibit this subdiffusive behavior. [63] [64] [65] [66] Both simulations and direct observations of fluorescently tagged immunoglobulin loci in mouse B cells lead to the same conclusion [67] : for sites that are within a radius of one micron (the size of the yeast nucleus), the mean free passage time (MFPT) is about 2100 s (i.e., about 30 min). If sites lie within a radius of 0.5 microns, the time shortens to less than 180 s. 3 These measurements and the simulated estimates are based on the apparent subdiffusion of mammalian chromatin, whose motion is substantially more constrained than for much smaller, less condensed yeast chromosomes. Simply restated, the time needed for two sites 1 micron apart to encounter each other is well within the observed limits derived from direct observation of repair, even without invoking any change in the mobility of broken ends.
Changes in Chromosome Mobility May Facilitate Homology Searching
Repair can be made more efficient by increasing the probability that two loci will come into contact, by increasing rate of diffusion (or subdiffusion) of the DSB ends to more rapidly explore the volume of the nucleus, or by enlarging their "radius of confinement" (R c ). Several labs have observed that DNA damage causes at least two kinds of alterations of chromosome mobility. [40, [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] First, there is a "local" change. A fluorescent marker adjacent to a site-specific DSB exhibits an increased R c when measured by mean square displacement (MSD), suggesting that the sequences are able to explore a much greater volume in a given time after DNA damage. This increase may reflect a change in the anomalous diffusion constant and as well as some alteration in the "stiffness" of chromatin around the DSB. Second, there are "global" changes: when yeast suffer several DSBs per cell in random positions created by drugs such as phleomycin or zeocin, there is a general, but more modest, change in the R c (Figure 3) .
The mechanisms that underlie these changes remain only partially characterized. There are at least seven aspects to the change in R c , which together lead to the observed response. Together these changes "stir" the chromosomes to facilitate the pairing of a homologous partner with the break site.
1. A single DSB in budding yeast provokes an extensive DNA damage checkpoint response by activating the ATM and ATR kinases, resulting in the phosphorylation of many proteins. [73] One modification is the phosphorylation of histone H2A (called γ-H2AX) that spreads for a distance of %50 kb on either side of the DSB. [74] In cells lacking ATR Mec1 or carrying a non-phosphorylatable histone H2A allele, R c for a region near a DSB or the distance between two fluorescently marked sites around the DSB does not show the increases seen in wildtype cells. [63, 68] 2. Checkpoint activation due to DNA damage also promotes the loss of telomere-associated proteins from the nuclear periphery, [75] [76] [77] causing a general untethering of telomeric regions that likely affects all chromosomes and not just the one with a DSB. 3. There are profound changes in the pericentric chromatin (around centromeres), such as loosening of the association between kinetochores, although most evidence suggests that the kinetochore of the broken chromosome does not become dissociated from the spindle pole body. [78, 79] One kinetochore protein, Cep3, is phosphorylated by checkpoint kinases after DNA damage, but other observers have found that introducing a non-phosphorylatable Cep3 mutant does not seem to affect an increase in the distance between interchromosomal sites or to change in R c of a broken chromosome. [63, 78, 79] 4. Microtubule (MT) dynamics also enhance chromosome motion. [80] Disrupting microtubules with nocodazole or creating MT-related mutations impairs the normal increase in local R c after damage and blocks the motion of DSB ends to which the Ddc2-GFP protein binds. [81] 5. There are also changes in nuclear organization that depend on changes in the actin cytoskeleton. [77] The changes in motion are not dependent on the linking of nucleus to cytoplasm (LINC) proteins and may be related to the association of actin-related Arp4 and Arp8 proteins to the INO80 chromatin remodeler. DSB-induced recombination between subtelomeric sites was less efficient when actin polymerization was inhibited by latrunculin-A. Actin-dependent motion of chromosomes in budding yeast has an important role in homologous chromosome recombination in meiosis [82, 83] but also appears to affect mitotic DSB repair. [77] Actin-mediated changes have been documented in metazoans in the movement of damaged DNA from heterochromatin [84] and in the clustering of γ-H2AX foci. [85] 6. DNA damage also provokes a global depletion of histones À astonishingly, as much as 20 to 40%. [71] This depletion requires ATR
Mec1
-mediated damage signaling and the INO80 chromatin remodeler. The loss is not simply around the site of damage but global, and appears to cause a general decondensation of yeast chromatin (though yeast do not have much higher-order chromatin beyond an 11 nm fiber). [86, 87] Figure 3. Ectopic repair of a DSB is influenced by proximity and possibly by DNA damage-stimulated changes in chromatin structure and chromosome movement. A) A cartoon of a budding yeast nucleus, with chromosomes tethered by their centromeres at the spindle pole body and displaying a so-called Rabl orientation. A DSB (red) causes both local (yellow circles) and a weaker global (light green circle) changes in chromatin structure and chromosome mobility. Image based on data and illustrations by Zimmer and Fabre. [104] B) The efficiency of intrachromosomal and interchromosomal repair, using donors of a few kb, is strongly influenced by the proximity -as measured by contact frequency [31] -when the efficiency of DSB repair, measured by viability, was compared for 20 budding yeast strains, each with a donor in a different interchromosomal location. [33] www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com
Damage-provoked histone loss (or artificial histone depletion) was suggested to create increased fiber flexibility, which seems to be the opposite of the conclusion reached by Fabre and Zimmer [63] that damage leads to chromatin stiffening. However, another study of nucleosome depletion, but without DNA damage, also concluded that chromatin fibers became more stiff, with a reduced R c . [79] 7. Surprisingly, loss of Rad51, but not its necessary filamentforming mediator, Rad52, also blocks increased mobility. [68] This remains a fascinating, but poorly understood aspect of homology searching.
All of these studies imply that the damage-enhanced changes in exploration of the nuclear volume is an important feature of efficient ectopic recombination. But experiments designed to test the importance of mobility on repair have failed to provide the expected evidence. For example, several mutations that fail to increase R c did not substantially change the use of a distant ectopic donor versus an intrachromosomal donor. [33, 78] Our expectation was that constraining R c should improve the use of the intrachromosomal donor. Similarly, in an assay involving competition between two sets of Rad51-independent SSA events À either a pair of cis-annealings or a pair of trans events (Figure 1b) À were unaffected by deleting Rad51 (Q. Wu and JEH, unpublished). So, the changes in R c seem still to be in search of a function.
DSBs appear to be moved to the nuclear periphery when repair is slow or when there is no donor. [88, 89] This seems to be a pathological response, perhaps bringing DSBs into a nuclear compartment enriched for Ku70/80 (and possibly other endjoining proteins) so that ends might be repaired by end-fusion. Many of the measurements of mobility change have been performed as long as 6 h after damage induction, whereas a lot of repair takes place much sooner.
Do DSB Ends Act Independently?
By marking both sides of a DSB with fluorescent markers, it is possible to see how end of a DSB behaves after damage. Surprisingly, they appear to be tethered to each other, even though the ends are extensively resected and presumably loaded with Rad51. [90, 91] The Mre11-Rad50 complex plays some role in restraining the ends, but even after arresting cells with nocodazole, only about 20% dissociate in the absence of Rad50; so, there must be other players. These results suggest that the two ends of a DSB somehow travel together during homology searching.
To examine whether ends move together, we devised a cis/ trans test [2] ( Figure 4A ). In the cis arrangement, a DSB in the middle of a LEU2 gene on chromosome five can be repaired using a LEU2 template on another chromosome (Chr3); but at the same time a second DSB, on yet another chromosome (Chr11) was repaired by SSA of URA3 sequences flanking that DSB. In trans, one DSB (Chr5) was flanked by LE and URA3 sequences while Chr11 had URA3 and U2. In both arrangements the LE and U2 ends must invade the interchromosomal donor (effectively the same event except where the ends are derived). The other ends have URA3 sequences that undergo SSA, again in cis or in trans. Repair is more rapid when both ends of the same DSB are used for recombination simultaneously, suggesting there is an advantage in coordinating the search for homology and in subsequent steps. Deleting Rad50 did not change this outcome. However, the delay in trans repair could be eliminated by removing URA3 sequences on Chr11, preventing SSA. Thus, the two ends are somehow kept together but can be pulled away from completing one task by a competing task À despite the extensive resection that is needed for SSA.
The competition among sequences exposed by resection can also be seen in the assay illustrated in Figure 1A . A DSB that can be repaired by SSA between flanking homologous regions of %1 kb is successful about 85% of the time, but the efficiency increased to %100% when a retrotransposon LTR δ sequence (shown in light yellow) was removed. [2] These results imply that the δ sequences might engage in alternative recombination events that ultimately prevent recovery of the SSA deletion.
A point that needs to be stressed is that the search of homology is not strongly driven by the sequences closest to the 3 0 end of a resected DSB. Kupiec [92] elegantly showed this by creating a DSB in the center of a URA3 gene that was flanked by "LY" and "S2" sequences ( Figure 4B ). Repair by gene conversion could occur either with an ectopic URA3 donor or with a LYS2 donor. More than half the events resulted in the loss of the UR and A3 sequences closest to the break. Thus, even when the sequences closest to the 3 0 end were almost perfectly matched to a donor, sequences more distant from the DSB, requiring more extensive resection to be exposed, could efficiently recombine. The ratio of donor usage might also reflect their relative contact probabilities, as discussed above.
6. Are There "Repair Centers" When There are Multiple DSBs?
Another aspect of homology searching and DSB repair is the possible existence of "repair centers," where several DSBs appear to cluster. [93] This is especially evident when the reporter of multiple breaks is a fluorescent version of Rad52; however, when immunofluorescence was used to probe spread chromatin from lysed cells, three HO-induced DSBs yielded three foci of both Rad51 and Rad52. [94] Recently, we monitored multiple, separate DSBs in live cells using two different GFP-marked probes: the checkpoint protein, Ddc2-GFP or a Rad51-GFP fusion protein that forms foci and is able to complete DSB repair when wildtype Rad51 is also present. [81] In cells with three HOinduced DSBs on different chromosomes, about 30% of cells have a single Rad51 or Ddc2 fluorescent focus with the intensity expected for all three individual foci grouped in one location. However, when Ddc2-GFP is used as the DSB probe, the colocalization of GFP spots is Rad52-independent, arguing that whereas broken ends can be transiently brought together, this clustering is not mediated by the core homologous recombination repair machinery. Rad52 fluorescent proteins themselves may aggregate; this may explain the many instances in which there are two Rad51-GFP spots but only one of them has a visible Rad52-RFP focus.
How Does the Search for Homology Differ From a Search for Homeology?
There is one other fundamental aspect of homology searching not yet addressed, namely the tolerance of the homology searching process for sequence divergence. For example, Rad51-independent SSA between a pair of %200-bp sequences with 3% divergence is only about 20% as efficient as fully matched sequences. [95] The rejection of mismatched heteroduplex DNA depends on the Msh2-Msh6 (MutSα) mismatch repair proteins, but not on the Mlh1-Pms1 (MutLα) dimer, but correction of mismatches in the annealed heteroduplex still requires MutLα. Rejection is also promoted by the BLM helicase, Sgs1, and its partners, Rmi1 and Top3, apparently unwinding [2] I) A DSB induced between two halves of a LEU2 gene (LE and U2) can be repaired by gene conversion with an unbroken LEU2 sequence on a different chromosome. Here, the two ends participating in repair are in Cis. A second DSB is repaired by single-strand annealing between flanking URA3 sequences. II) In Trans, the same two types of repair must occur as in (A), but now the LE and U2 ends are derived from two DSBs. The opposite DSB ends are repaired by SSA between URA3 sequences. III) Repair of LEU2 in trans is markedly slower than in Cis, but this delay can be suppressed by deleting one of the URA3 segments, so that there is no competition between the two ends of one DSB to participate in two different repair events (IV). B) Sequences close to the end of a DSB are not used preferentially. A DSB can either be repaired by gene conversion with an ectopic URA3 or LYS2 donor. [92] The DSB ends were perfectly matched, except for a single base pair substitution, to a mutated HO cleavage site (black vertical bar). Both outcomes are frequent.
www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com the mismatched duplex, leaving the sequences to anneal with other partners. [95, 96] As noted above, a BIR assay using 108-bp substrates showed that Rad51 has tolerance for a substantial degree of mismatching. [97] This study of BIR and sequence divergence revealed another unexpected finding: the presence of a nonhomologous sequence at the 3 0 end of the invading strand (which is readily clipped off by Rad1-Rad10 [98] ) dramatically changed the sensitivity of the system to mismatches; now, even a single mismatch was sufficient to reduce repair by a factor of two. [97] A similar finding has been made concerning SSA (E. Sapede, N. Sugawara and JEH, unpublished). When the same 3% divergent sequences that reduced repair to 20% were re-tested by using Cas9 to induce SSA without nonhomologous ends, there was no heteroduplex rejection. These data suggest that an annealed or strand-invaded intermediate with a 3 0 protrusion recruits Msh2-Msh6 and provokes Sgs1-Top3-Rmi1 to dismantle the structure. The importance of a nonhomologous 3 0 -ended tail in heteroduplex rejection can be understood if such tails are a way of indicating to the cell's surveillance machinery that the sequences being invaded or annealed are likely to be ectopic rather than on a sister chromatid or a homologous chromosome, where such tails would not be expected to be present.
Homologous Recombination Involving Microhomology
Some complex chromosome rearrangements in cancer cells, called chromothripsis, [99] appear to involve extensive DNA replication rather than simply reshuffling broken segments of a chromosome. These events, sometimes called chromoangenesis, [100] have been proposed to arise from microhomologymediated break induced replication (MMBIR), in which a DNA polymerase can jump even megabase distances to copy DNA segments into complex rearrangements whose junctions have only a few base pairs of homology. [101] These events might begin as a normal homologous recombination event that then leads to template switching between highly divergent substrates, as has been documented in the case of interchromosomal template switching (ICTS) in budding yeast [102] ( Figure 5 ). It should be noted that such ICTS events are quite rare (%10 À6 ) when the Figure 5 . Template switching between divergent, unlinked donors during gap repair initiated by a DSB. Based on the observations of Hicks et al. [105] and Tasponina and Haber. [102] The sequence of events is that expected for gene conversion by SDSA. Black sequences are homologous and repair involves copying donor sequences. Left: simple SDSA results in the copying of the blue sequences from a single donor. Right: Template switching creates a blue/ green/blue chimeric sequence. Note that the assay requires that there be two jumps to allow the completion of the DSB repair event.
www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com second donor is only 72% identical but they are found at >10 À3 when the second donor is identical. The jumps are made by DNA polymerase δ and are suppressed when the proofreading domain of the polymerase is mutated, apparently creating a more processive enzyme, less likely to dissociate from its template. [103] Whether these jumps are mediated solely by DNA polymerase or require the agency of Rad51 is a critical unanswered question.
Conclusions and Outlook
Our understanding of how homologous and homeologous sequences recombine has grown dramatically in the past decade, not only with the development of new insights into Rad51's strand invasion but especially by adding genomic approaches to genetic and molecular biological strategies. Homologous recombinational repair of a DSB is strongly influenced by contact probability, but poorly recombining partners can be improved by prolonging the time that repair is possible and by increasing homology length, thus increasing the probability of a stable initial contact. Intrachromosomal repair is general favored over interchromosomal repair, but proximity is the governing factor. DSBs provoke global and local changes in chromatin structure and mobility that may be critical to "agitate" chromosomes and facilitate the finding of a homologous donor, though evidence for this remains scanty.
The refinements in live-cell microscopy as well as correlative light and EM (CLEM) microscopy should make it possible to explore in greater detail the early steps in homologous recombination. Increases in both the efficiency and synchrony of DSB formation should also make it possible to extend the "in vivo biochemistry" experiments to mammalian cells. Moreover, the wealth of information coming from whole-genome studies comparing normal and cancer cells will likely reveal underlying principles in various kinds of DSB repair processes. New insights are undoubtedly just around the corner, where we cannot yet see them.
